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James A. Ward. Railroads and the Character of America, 1820-1887. xii + 200 pp.,

illus., bibl., index. Knoxville: Universityof
Tennessee Press, 1986.
Building railroadsdid not wholly preoccupy nineteenth-century speculators and
engineers. As James A. Wardconclusively
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railroadsin an essentially agrarianrepublic;
decades later, they defended railroadnetworks and companies against charges of
empire building and economy throttling.
Railroads and the Character of America

traces their enormous effort in sponsoring
railroadswithin the larger context of contemporaneousargumentsabout real-estate
speculation, national unity, technological
shortcomings, and unfair competition with
canals (one of the strongest chapters, "At
What Cost?" analyzes the organizedopposition to railroadbuilding). Moreover, the
book investigatesthe perceptionof railroad
managers of their own managerialenterprise, and especially of their concepts of
"territories" and "empires," successfully
demonstratingthe late nineteenth-century
schism between their world views and that
of the public as representedin contemporaneous documents. The book is a solid historical study suggestingparallelswith other
industries, particularlywith telecommunications and nuclear power in the subsequent century.
JOHN R. STILGOE

* Classical Antiquity
Anna Marguerite McCann. The Roman
Port and Fishery of Cosa: A Center of An-

cient Trade. With the assistance of Joanne

Bourgeois, Elaine K. Gazda, John Peter
Oleson, and Elizabeth Lyding Will. xxxiii +

353 pp., plates, maps, illus., index. Princeton, N.J./Guildford,Surrey:PrincetonUniversity Press, 1987. $150.
The colony of Cosa, foundedin 273 B.C.,
is situatedon the coast of Tuscany 138kilometers north of Rome. It has been a focus
of archaeologicalwork since the American
Academy began excavations in 1948. Anna
Marguerite McCann's investigations on
land and under the sea between 1968 and
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1978have revealed much informationabout
the port and shore facilities. These are
areas of comparativeneglect, where fruitful
research has been pressed forward since
the invention of the scuba. In addition,the
land excavations discovered rare evidence
of a water-liftingapparatusof late republican date, the earliest of its kind from the
Roman West.
Underwater survey and excavation revealed the evidence for a protective mole
and isolated extensions constructed about
the end of the thirdcentury B.C. to create a
sheltered harbor of some 25,000 square
miles. Slightly later, and built with hydraulic tuff-and-pozzolanaconcrete (the earliest
recorded use of this material), is a line of
piers projectingout from the present shoreline towardthe mole and so creatinga small
inner harbor.Dating these structuresaccurately in the context of underwaterexcavation is immensely difficult, but it does
appear as if improvements to the port
occurred with the growth of wine exports.
It is hardto determinewhethercommercial
considerations or the need to protect a
naval squadron prompted the initial constructionof the mole.
A major section on amphoraeby Elizabeth Lyding Will documents a very large
numberof wine amphoraecarryingstamps
attributedto the family of the Sestii. These
belong mainly to the second and first centuries B.C., and, given their abundance,it is
likely that they were made close to the harbor. This hypothesis is supportedby petrological analysis of specimens. Examples of
the stamps of the Sestii on amphoraeof the
types found at Cosa are recordedwidely in
the West, particularlyin Gaul, and illustrate the extent of the penetration of the
wine trade by one family. By the end of the
first century B.C. this wine export had
come to an end, and the port of Cosa lost
its importance.
The excavations on land examined the
western part of the area occupied by a lagoon in antiquity.There are two aspects of
this work that demandfurtherexamination.
First, there is the evidence provided by
trenching for a layout of walls, which
McCann interprets as the remains of at
least two large fish tanks. These tanks, she
argues, were linked to the sea by partlyundergroundchannels, originally natural fissures in the limestone headlandthat formed
a naturalwestern side to the harbor. Both
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fresh seawater and fish could be allowed to
enter the tanks, but cuts into the rock walls
of these channels suggest that there were
gates that could be raised and lowered to
control movement. McCann is persuasive
in her interpretation,pointingto the literary
evidence for fishingat Cosa and drawingon
numerous parallelsfor similar installations
from aroundthe Mediterraneanand, particularly,from the south coast of Spain. There
the exploitation of marine resources and
the production and export of garum from
the late firstcenturyB.C. are well known. A
comparablemanufactureand trade of fish
productsfrom Italy has not so far been attested; in the case of Cosa the export of
garum rests on Will's identificationof her
types 5 and 24a amphoraeas serving this
purpose. The former are more numerous
(but there are only twenty-two examples,
or less than 3 percent of all the amphorae
recovered), but they are not sufficiently
different from the type 4 wine jars to be
regarded as carriers of fish products; the
latter (three examples), with their wide
mouths, are better candidates but are not
certainly local products. The case for a
commercial fishery is also not helped by
the total absence of fish remains. Although
modern patterns of exploitation suggest
that conditions at Cosa, with its brackish
lagoon, might have been ideal, it is quite
another matter to extrapolate this back to
the Roman period. Even if McCann's reconstructionsare, in the main, correct, we
should not assume a commercial rather
than a simple ornamentalpurpose without
more evidence. In this respect, the proximity of a possible "maritime"villa shouldnot
be overlooked.
The second aspect of the land excavation
that demands comment is the buildingreferred to as "the SpringHouse." Terraced
into the hillside, at a point where a natural
spring emerges, and hard against the "fish
tanks," it produced the remains of seven
wooden buckets whose shape and fixtures
are consistent with their havingformedpart
of a bucket chain. Other wooden objects
that are tentatively identifiedas part of the
motivating wheel were also preserved.
Close by the buildingwere found two sets
of piers that, at differenttimes, could have
supportedthe aqueductsfed by the bucket
chain. This machinerywould seem to date
from the early first century B.C., thus providing us with the earliest physical evi-
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dence of the kind of bucket chain described
by Philo of Byzantiumin the late thirdcentury B.C. and, later, by Vitruvius. Given
the context of the find, it is entirely plausible to accept John Peter Oleson's reconstruction and posit a horizontal drive
wheel, poweredby humanlabor, that transmitted power to the bucket chain by means
of a right-anglegear.
These discoveries at the port of Cosa
have much of importanceto add to our understandingof the development of the ancient harborand its relationshipto the export of wine in the later republic. No
student of the ancient economy can afford
to ignore this report. At the same time, we
may also welcome the valuable contribution that has been made to the history of
technology. For their detailed presentation
of the evidence and their wide-rangingdiscussions of the implications of their findings, McCann and her colleagues deserve
our congratulation.
MICHAEL FULFORD

Richard Sorabji (Editor). Philoponus and
the Rejection of Aristotelian Science. ix +

253 pp., bibl., indexes. Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1987. $42.50.
John Philoponus (490?-570?) refused to
accept the Athenian Neoplatonic harmonization of the doctrines of Plato and
Aristotle and made himself one of the most
devastating critics of Aristotle's physical
doctrines that the ancient world produced.
But because he was no more patient with
the language and logic of the christological
definitionsof the Councilof Chalcedonand
subsequentattemptsto clarify them, he ran
afoul of his fellow Christians,and his views
were condemned in the seventh century.
Thus, his criticism of Aristotle first made
its way in the world of Islamic scientificliterature(some of it being attributedto Muslim thinkersby later Latin translators),and
only in the sixteenth century did the full
measure of his thought make itself felt in
Western Europe, just in time for the debates over Copernicus and for its use by
the young Galileo.
For these reasons, Philoponus has long
been the great absent thinker in historical
accounts of the history of Aristotelianism.
In June 1983, however, the Institute of
Classical Studies in London sponsored an
international conference on Philoponus.

